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The first measurement of exclusive photoproduction of ρ 0 mesons associated with leading neutrons at HERA is presented. The data are taken with the H1 detector in the years 2006-2007 at
√
s = 319 GeV and correspond to an integrated luminosity of 1.16 pb−1 .
ρ 0 mesons are reconstructed from their decays to pions in the central tracking chamber, while
leading neutrons carrying a large fraction of the incoming proton momentum, xL > 0.35, are
detected in the Forward Neutron Calorimeter. The phase space of the measurement is defined by
the photon virtuality Q2 < 2 GeV2 , the total energy of the photon-proton system 20 < Wγ p < 100
GeV and the polar angle of the leading neutron, θn < 0.75 mrad. The cross section of the reaction
γ p → ρ 0 nY , where Y is a small mass system escaping undetected in the proton direction, is
measured as a function of the neutron energy, of the effective mass of the π + π − system as well
as of the transverse momentum squared, pt2 , and of the pseudorapidity η of ρ meson.
The data are interpreted in terms of the double peripheral process, involving pion exchange at
the proton vertex followed by elastic photoproduction of a ρ meson on the virtual pion. In the
framework of OPE approach elastic cross section of photon-pion scattering, σ el (γπ + → ρ 0 π + )
at average energy hWγπ i = 22 GeV is extracted.
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1. Introduction
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Figure 1: Generic diagrams for the two processes, contributing to exclusive photoproduction of ρ mesons
associated with leading neutrons at HERA. (a) Double peripheral process, involving π -exchange at the proton vertex, which is considered as a signal in present analysis. (b) Diffractive scattering in which neutron
may be produced as a part of the proton dissociation system, MY , and which is treated as background to the
events of class (a).

2. Analysis Outline and Main Results
The analysis is based on ∼ 6600 events, containing only two charged pions from ρ 0 decay and
a leading neutron with energy En > 120 GeV, and nothing else above noise level in the detector. The
sample corresponds to an integrated luminosity of 1.16 pb−1 , collected by a special minimum bias
√
track trigger in the years 2006-2007 at sep = 319 GeV. The photon virtuality is limited to Q2 < 2
GeV2 and according to MC its average value is 0.05 GeV2 . Hence we use WWA [4] formula to
calculate photon flux from the electron and to convert ep cross sections to γ p ones.
After all selections the remaining background fraction in this sample is estimated as 0.36 ±
0.06. Control plots illustrating the data description by the Monte Carlo models using this signal to
2
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The aim of the analysis is to measure exclusive ρ 0 production on virtual pion in the photoproduction regime at HERA and to extract for the first time experimentally elastic γπ cross section. In
the Regge framework the events of such class are explained by the diagram shown in Fig. 1a which
involves an exchange of two Regge trajectories in the process 2 → 3, known as Double Peripheral
Process (DPP), or Double-Regge-pole exchange reaction [1]. Events of this type are modelled
by the two-step Monte Carlo generator POMPYT [2] in which the virtual pion is produced at the
proton vertex according to one of the available pion flux parametrisations. This pion then scatters
elastically on the photon from the electron beam, thus producing vector meson (ρ 0 in our case).
Diffractive dissociation of the proton into a system Y (Fig. 1b) is an evident and major background to DPP. Using H1 detector capabilities in the forward region one can suppress such background to some level, but not completely. In particular, it contains an essentially irreducible part,
originating from events where Y = N ∗ decaying into n + π + and leading to the identical final state
as the process of interest. This background is modelled by the DIFFVM generator [3] and has to
be subtracted from the data.
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background ratio are shown in Fig. 2. Since both POMPYT and DIFFVM cannot provide reliable
absolute cross section prediction for such final state, only a shape comparison is possible.
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Figure 2: Distributions of pt2 and η of ρ 0 , xL of neutron and Wγ p for data and Monte Carlo simulations
normalised to the data. Data points are shown with statistical errors only. The shaded green band indicates
the uncertainty in the estimated background fraction.

The effective mass distribution for two charged pions with pt > 200 MeV each and within
the central detector range 20 o < θ < 160o is shown in Fig. 3a. The distribution is corrected for
the mass dependent detector efficiency. A fit is performed in the range Mππ > 0.4 GeV using
the Ross-Stodolsky parametrisation [5] for the ρ 0 meson shape and adding the contributions for
the reflection from ω → π + π − π 0 and for the non-resonant background. The total contamination
from the last two terms inside the analysis region 0.6 < Mππ < 1.1 GeV was found at a negligible
level, (1.1 ± 0.7)%. The fitted values of the mass, Mρ , and the width, Γρ , are in agreement with the
nominal PDG values. The cross section is then calculated for the full range 2mπ < Mππ < Mρ +5Γρ
using the resonant part only, represented by the relativistic Breit-Wigner function BWρ (Mππ ).
The Breit-Wigner shape is strongly distorted due to interference with non-resonant ππ production amplitude (dashed curve on Fig. 3). The strength of the distortion is pt dependent and
can be characterised by the phenomenological skewing parameter, nRS , as suggested by Ross and
Stodolsky:


Mρ nRS
dN(Mππ )
(2.1)
∝ BWρ (Mππ )
dMππ
Mππ
3
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Fig. 3b shows nRS as a function of pt2 of ρ 0 for this measurement in comparison with previously
published H1 [6] and ZEUS [7] results from elastic photoproduction of ρ 0 .
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Figure 3: (a) - mass distribution of the π + π − system for elastic ρ 0 production with pt2 < 1.0 GeV2 . The
data points are corrected for the detector efficiency. The curves represent different components contributing
to the measured distribution and the BW resonant part extracted from the fit to the data. Analysis region
0.6 < Mπ + π − < 1.1 GeV is indicated by vertical arrows. (b) - Ross-Stodolsky skewing parameter, nRS , as
a function of pt2 of π + π − system. Values measured in this analysis are compared to previously obtained
results for elastic photoproduction of ρ 0 mesons, γ p → ρ 0 p, by H1 [6] and ZEUS[7] Collaborations.

The total cross section for the reaction γ p → ρ 0 n(π + ) is measured as

σγ p = (280 ± 6stat ± 46sys ) nb
for the phase space 20 < Wγ p < 100 GeV, 0.35 < xL < 0.95 and θn < 0.75 mrad.
In the one-pion-exchange (OPE) approximation the cross section for the leading neutron photoproduction can be expressed as a convolution of the pion flux and a photon-pion cross section:
d σγ p→Xn (W 2 , xL ,t)
= fπ + /p (xL ,t) · σγπ + ((1−xL )W 2 )
dxL dt

(2.2)

For small four momentum transfer squared, t, which is ensured in our case by the geometric acceptance of the Forward Neutron Calorimeter, the p → n transition amplitude is dominated by the
lightest particle in the t-channel, the pion, and Eq.2.2 is a good approximation.
The differential cross section dσγ p /dxL is shown in Fig.4. Predictions from several π -flux
models [8] are confronted with these data. Again, only a shape comparison is possible, since the
γπ cross section is not known. However, some models can be excluded even on the basis of this
shape comparison. The remaining parametrisations of the pion flux which are compatible with
the data are used to extract the γπ cross section from this measurement. For the central value
we use Holtmann flux [8] with coupling constant for charged pions, gc /4π = 14.11 ± 0.20 [9].
R
Integrated flux values, Γπ + = fπ + /p (xL ,t)dxL dt, for the region of measurement, 0.35 < xL <
0.95, pt,n < xL · 0.69 GeV, still differ significantly between different parametrisations, leading to a
model uncertainty of ∼ 25%: Γπ + = 0.138+0.039
−0.027 .
4
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Figure 4: Differential cross section dσγ p /dxL compared to the predictions based on different versions of
pion fluxes [8]. The data points are shown with statistical (inner error bars) and total (outer error bars)
uncertainties, excluding overall normalisation error of 5.9%. All predictions are normalised to the data.

The extracted cross section for the mean value of hWγπ i = 22 GeV is found to be

σ (γπ + → ρ 0 π + ) = (2.03 ± 0.34exp ± 0.51model ) µ b
where the first error represents the total experimental uncertainty and the second one is due to the
pion flux uncertainty. Taking Regge-fitted value of σ (γ p → ρ 0 p) = 9.5 ± 0.5 µ b at corresponding
energy, which is an interpolation between fixed target and HERA measurements (see e.g. Fig. 10
in [7]) one can obtain for the ratio of elastic ρ 0 photoproduction on pion and on proton
r=

el
σγπ
= 0.21 ± 0.06
σγelp

This can be compared to the similar ratio, but for total cross sections, estimated by ZEUS [10]:
tot /σ tot = 0.32 ± 0.03. Both values are lower than naïvely expected r = 2/3 from AQM
r = σγπ
γp
considerations.
Fig. 5 shows the energy dependence of exclusive ρ 0 production with a leading neutron,
σγ p→ρ 0 nπ + (Wγ p ). Regge motivated fit σγ p ∝ W δ yields a value of δ = −0.33 ± 0.06stat ± 0.13sys .
POMPYT MC predicts different trend, typical for Pomeron exchange only.
Finally, in Fig. 6 the differential distribution dσ /dpt2 for ρ mesons is shown. It exhibits two
distinctly different exponential slopes, b1 = 25.0 ± 6.1 GeV−2 and b2 = 3.28 ± 0.31 GeV−2 – a
feature known to be a characteristic for DPP reactions [1].

3. Summary
Photoproduction cross section for exclusive ρ 0 production associated with leading neutron
is measured for the first time at HERA. The elastic photon-pion cross section, σ (γπ + → ρ 0 π + ),
at hW i = 22 GeV has been extracted in the OPE approximation. The differential cross section
dσ /dpt,2 ρ shows the behaviour typical for exclusive double peripheral processes.
5
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Figure 5: Cross section of the reaction γ p → ρ 0 nπ + as a function of Wγ p compared to prediction from
POMPYT MC, which is normalised to the data. The dashed curve represents the Regge motivated fit σ ∼ W δ
with δ = −0.33 ± 0.06stat ± 0.13sys . The data points are shown with statistical (inner error bars) and total
uncertainties (outer error bars) excluding overall normalisation error of 5.9%
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Figure 6: Differential cross section dσγ p /dpt2 of ρ 0 mesons fitted with the sum of two exponential functions.
The values of slopes are characteristic for double peripheral processes [1] in which an exchange of two Regge
trajectories is involved.
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